Six amino acids determine the sequence-specific DNA binding and replication specificity of the initiator proteins of the pT181 family.
The replication of pT181 and related plasmids of Staphylococcus aureus proceeds by a rolling circle mechanisms. The initiator proteins encoded by the plasmids of the pT181 family have sequence-specific DNA binding and topoisomerase activities. These proteins nick one strand of the DNA at the origin of replication. The free 3'-hydroxyl end at the nick is then used as a primer for the replication of the leading strand of the DNA. Although these initiator proteins are highly homologous, they show specificity in DNA binding and replication for their cognate DNAs. In this study, we have generated hybrid initiator proteins and studied their various biochemical activities in vitro. Our results show that 6 amino acids are sufficient to determine the DNA binding and replication specificities of such initiator proteins.